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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report exposes more than 40 Facebook pages operated by school teachers, principals, and other employees of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA), which incite to terrorism or antisemitism. The report is divided by region, and includes UNRWA staffers in Lebanon, Jordan, Gaza and Syria. These cases are additional to the 30 cases of incitement revealed at the end of 2015 by UN Watch.

The examples of incitement in this report include UNRWA teachers and staffers celebrating the terrorist kidnapping of Israeli teenagers, cheering rockets being fired at Israeli civilian centers, endorsing various forms of violence, erasing Israel from the map, praising Hitler and posting his photo, and posting overtly antisemitic videos, caricatures, and statements.

Incitement as Symptom of Core Problem

It is essential to understand that the hatred on display within UNRWA is a symptom of a deeper, underlying problem: the very existence of the organization, its structure and operations, and core political mission. As noted by Dr. Einat Wilf, the world’s leading expert on UNRWA, the agency functions as a political Palestinian organization committed to the political program of “return,” which means sending five million descendants of 1948 Palestinian refugees into Israel, effectively ending the Jewish state as we know it. Rather than nurturing the possibility of peace, Dr. Wilf has shown, UNRWA is currently the greatest obstacle to peace, as it institutionalizes, perpetuates, and inflates the Palestinian refugee issue and the dream of Palestinian “return” to what is the State of Israel.

U.S., UK, EU and Other Top Donors Must Act

UNRWA’s major donors include the U.S., which gave $380 million in 2015, the EU ($136 million), and the UK ($100 million). These and other donor states, including Canada which recently announced a new $25 million grant, bear a responsibility to ensure that UNRWA lives up to its obligations as a UN humanitarian organization.

Regrettably, when we exposed 30 similar cases of online incitement last year, the response of UNRWA spokesman Chris Gunness was to lash out at UN Watch, and to deny or downplay the problem. Only after months of sustained media attention did the UN spokesman in New York announce quietly that a few employees had been suspended. The identities of the perpetrators, or the duration of their suspensions, were never disclosed. UNRWA itself has never issued any statement on the matter, neither on its website or elsewhere.
That so many UNRWA employees continue to publicly display Facebook posts which celebrate radical Islamic terrorism and incite antisemitism demonstrates that UNRWA—despite its claims to have established disciplinary systems—is failing to take the issue seriously, and that its employees know that.

Likewise, the senior UNRWA echelon’s daily political advocacy targeting Israel—an anomalous practice and breach of neutrality among humanitarian agencies worldwide—creates an overall atmosphere in the organization where teachers clearly feel comfortable erasing the Jewish state from the map.

**Legal Violations**

The incitement by UNRWA employees constitutes a violation of their legal obligations:

1. **Breach of Neutrality Duty**

UNRWA’s 2017 funding agreement with the U.S. State Department obliges it to act in accordance with “UN humanitarian principles of neutrality and impartiality.” Under general UN principles, UN humanitarian actors have a duty not to take sides in hostilities or engage in controversies of a political, racial, religious or ideological nature.

The incendiary Facebook posts by UNRWA personnel supporting, glorifying and legitimizing murderous anti-Israel terrorism is a gross violation of this duty of neutrality. These UN employees are openly taking sides in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and engaging in political, racial, religious or ideological controversies.

2. **Breach of UNRWA’s Undertaking to Reject Racism**

UNRWA’s agreement with the U.S. obliges it to reject “racism in all forms.” Yet UNRWA teachers and principals are in gross violation of this obligation by posting classically antisemitic posts on Facebook.

3. **Failure to Implement “Social Media Training”**

Under its agreement with the U.S., and in pledges made to Canada that were announced in November, UNRWA must implement e-training on UNRWA’s policy on social media use by UNRWA personnel. UNRWA is in glaring breach of this provision. Based on today’s UN Watch report, it is clear that if UNRWA has taken any actions in this regard, they have been an utter failure.

Furthermore, UNRWA’s e-training obligation is supposed to be implemented in connection with its broader obligation to comply with Section 301(c) of the U.S. Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 (see, Section III, p. 2), pursuant to which UNRWA must ensure
the United States that its contributions are not going to assist persons who are involved in terrorism. The fact that UNRWA personnel are actively inciting, glorifying and honoring terrorists on their Facebook profiles calls into question whether UNRWA is in fact in compliance with FAA Section 301(c).

4. Failure to Discipline Teachers Who Incite Terrorism and Antisemitism

Under its agreement with the U.S., UNRWA must take “clear and consistent . . . disciplinary action” against its personnel who violate UNRWA’s regulatory framework. (See, Section III, p. 3).

In response to UN Watch’s reports from last year, UNRWA claimed that it took disciplinary action against some of its personnel in the form of suspensions and loss of pay. However, UNRWA did not identify the employees subjected to disciplinary proceedings or state the length of the suspensions. In any event, whatever disciplinary action UNRWA took plainly was not effective—today’s UN Watch report shows that the conduct is continuing unabated throughout UNRWA’s facilities across the Middle East.

The U.S., the EU, the UK and Canada must demand that UNRWA employ a zero tolerance policy for this type of incendiary Facebook activity by its employees, just like that applied to teachers in the U.S. and the UK. In November 2016, the Oberlin College Board of Trustees dismissed an assistant professor for anti-Semitic Facebook posts. Similarly, in October 2015, the UK government banned a teacher from the classroom for life over an anti-Semitic Facebook post. Palestinian students deserve the same rights that UNRWA’s donors grant their own.

5. Violation of Internal UN Policies on Impartiality

In addition to these flagrant breaches of the 2017 funding agreement, UNRWA is also in violation of UN and UNRWA internal policies concerning staff neutrality and impartiality.

Article 101(3) of the UN Charter states that the “paramount consideration” in employing staff is “securing the highest standards of efficiency, competence and integrity.” The quality of “integrity” is central to the UN Staff Rules and Staff Regulations, which require staff members to “uphold the highest standards of . . . integrity.” This includes, but is not limited to, “probity, impartiality, fairness, honesty and truthfulness in all matters affecting their work and status.” See Regulation 1.2(b). This value is again reflected in Rule 1.2(f) requiring staff to remain neutral and impartial, especially with respect to public pronouncements.

Moreover, UNRWA’s own International Staff Regulations expressly incorporate this UN “neutrality rule” for its staff, stating in Regulation 1.4 that staff must “avoid any action and in particular any kind of public pronouncement which may adversely reflect on their status or integrity, independence or impartiality which are required by that status.”
The UNRWA staff Facebook posts exposed by UN Watch today and last year reflect a brazen flouting of these UN and UNRWA regulations.

**Recommendations and Call to Action**

In light of the foregoing, UN Watch urges all donor states—and in particular the U.S., the EU, the UK and Canada—to:

(a) Demand that UNRWA be in full compliance with its obligations, including each of the provisions outlined above, prior to donor states releasing any further funds to UNRWA;

(b) Demand that UN Secretary-General António Guterres and UNRWA Commissioner-General Pierre Krähenbühl immediately condemn their employees’ incitement to terrorism and antisemitism; and

(c) Demand that UNRWA adopt a zero tolerance policy for employees who incite racism or murder by immediately terminating them, and prominently post on its website these and other actions it is taking to root out this insidious conduct by UN staff.
I. Incitement by UNRWA in Lebanon

L1 – Ghanem Naim Ghoneim, Teacher at UNRWA
L2 – Omar Asaad, Employee at UNRWA
L3 – Khader Awad, Teacher at UNRWA
L4 – Hatem Asaad, Employee at UNRWA
L5 – Mohammad Alsayyed, Assistant Head Teacher at UNRWA
L6 – Maha Hamid, Teacher at UNRWA
L7 – Lotfi Ghuneim, Employee at UNRWA
L8 – Tarek Agha, Human Resources Assistant at UNRWA
L9 – Ghassan Fathi, Technical Instructor at UNRWA’s Siblin Training Center
L10 – Ahmad Hasan, Outreach and Placement Officer at UNRWA
L11 – Mustafa Zaid, Teacher at UNRWA
L12 – Hussein Asaad, Technical Instructor at UNRWA’s Siblin Training Center
L13 – Ibrahim Tafesh, Employee at UNRWA’s Siblin Training Center
L14 – Khaled A Aziz (Abu Musab), Employee at UNRWA’s Siblin Training Center
L15 – Mohamad Fahed, Instructor at UNRWA’s Siblin Training Center
L16 – Tarek Abu Ghazelah, Employee at UNRWA
L17 – Ahmad Nasser, Principal of UNRWA’s NTC
Ghanem Naim Ghoneim, who identifies himself on his Facebook profile as a teacher at UNRWA, has two photos posted in his public Facebook page of Adolph Hitler, whom he calls “our beloved,” and “Hitler the great.”

The UNRWA teacher notes that Hitler was close with Palestinian Arab leader Amin al-Husseini, and then adds, “God bless Hitler.”

Commenting on one of his Hitler photos, two of Mr. Ghoneim’s apparent UNRWA students praise the post, with one saying “God bless you, teacher!” and the other saying “Nice one, teacher.”

The UNRWA teacher also celebrates Hamas rocket fire on Tel Aviv, to hit “the Jews.”

The pro-Hamas post grossly violates UNRWA employees’ duty of neutrality, and the antisemitic posts violate their duty to reject racism in all its forms.

Mr. Ghoneim’s Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/ghanemghoneim
Hitler our beloved

The World Cup, Algeria or Germany. Algeria are our brothers. But Germany are the grandchildren of Hitler our beloved.
But sir, how is Hitler “our beloved”?

I did not like “our beloved”

When I talk about “our beloved” I am referring to my personal opinion

Professor, the Germans do anything to make the world forget about Hitler and Nazism... If a German hears you, he will have a heart attack

Germany above everything

God bless you, teacher
L1.1 Commentary:

Nimer Abed Al Halim, who in the above post commented “God bless you, teacher” in response to Ghanem Naim Ghoneim calling Hitler his “beloved,” lists himself as a student of the UNRWA’s Amqa School, which is located in UNRWA’s Nahr el-Bared camp in northern Lebanon.

Mohammad Awad, who similarly commented “nice one teacher” in response to Ghanem Naim Ghoneim calling Hitler his beloved, lists himself as a student of UNRWA’s Siblin Training Center.
Post L1.2:

Hitler... the great
Bless his soul, the great Coach Essam, you are absolutely right. Hitler was more honorable than most Arab leaders. It is enough that Hitler was a personal friend of Amin al-Husseini (Mufti of Jerusalem).

God bless your opinion. God bless Hitler.

The best in the world.

Greetings Abu Samer.

Dear Professor Ghanem, Hitler is more honorable than leaders of the Arabs today. It’s enough his love and belonging to his nation.

Bless your opinion, Abu Samer. Wise.
**L1.2 Commentary:**

**Samer Abed Al Rahim** addressed Ghanem Naim Ghoneim as “Dear Professor” and expressed agreement with Ghoneim that Hitler is “The best in the world” and “more honorable than leaders of the Arabs today.” Rahim **lists himself** as a former student of UNRWA’s Siblin Training Center.
Post L1.3:

Ceasefire. Only under the resistance’s (Hamas) conditions.

Hit hit Tel Aviv, best news I got in my life. Hit hit Tel Aviv hahahahaha.

Screw the Jews hahaha
Omar Asaad, who identifies himself on his Facebook profile as an UNRWA employee (see above), features on his public Facebook page a picture of Hitler, with this caption: “I could have killed all the world’s Jews, but I left some so that the world would know why I killed them.”

This post prompted an UNRWA community discussion on Facebook about Hitler and his Nazi genocide against the Jews, with UNRWA school principal Ahmad Nasser commenting that God “should not have left any of them.”

The hateful, racist discussion among multiple UNRWA employees—including a senior UNRWA education official—is evidence of a system-wide UNRWA culture of tolerating antisemitism, and the lack of any meaningful disciplinary action by UNRWA.

Mr. Assad’s antisemitic posts, and those added by his UNRWA colleagues, grossly violate UNRWA employees’ duty to reject racism in all its forms.

Mr. Asaad’s Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/omar.asaad.589
Post L2.1:

“I could have killed all the world’s Jews, but I left some so that the world would know why I killed them.”

UNRWA employee

Welcome teacher Abu Khaled, God left them so he must have a wisdom/purpose in their existence

UNRWA principal (NTC) and employee (Siblin Training Center)

Should not have left any of them
Khader Awad, who identifies himself on his Facebook profile as an UNRWA teacher (see above), features on his public Facebook page an image of a Jew with three guns and a knife trained on his head; the Hebrew caption reads “Blood = Blood. #KillThem.” In Arabic, it says “Kill the settlers.”

A second photo, which Mr. Awad made as his cover photo, shows a Hamas terrorist in front of a scene of destruction in Israel, with the words in Hebrew and Arabic “We are waiting.”

These posts supporting the murder of Jews and Hamas terrorism grossly violate the duty of neutrality applicable to all UNRWA employees.

Mr. Awad’s Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/awad.khader
Post L3.1:

Post L3.2:
Hatem Asaad identifies himself on his Facebook profile as an UNRWA employee (see above), and can be seen below with his UNRWA pupils (image L4.1). His public Facebook page shows a poster glorifying the faces of two terrorists, Rassan Abu Jamal and Udei Abu Jamal, who killed four Israeli Jews in a Jerusalem synagogue on November 18, 2014.

These posts supporting the murder of Israelis grossly violate the duty of neutrality applicable to all UNRWA employees.

Mr. Asaad’s Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/hatem.asaad.3
Post L4.1:
**Post L4.2:** Image glorifying Rassan Abu Jamal and Udel Abu Jamal, who murdered 4 rabbis in a Jerusalem synagogue on November 18, 2014.


---

Poem by Mohammad abed el Wahhab:

“Brother exceed the wrong doers, in the name of Jihad...”
Mohammad Alsayyed, who identifies himself on his Facebook profile as an Assistant Head Teacher at UNRWA (see above), features numerous violent posts on his public Facebook page, all in gross breach of UNRWA’s duty of neutrality.

- Post L5.1 shows Hadar Goldin, an IDF officer captured and killed by Hamas.
- In post L5.2, this senior UNRWA teacher praises the “awesome kidnapping” of three Israeli teenagers famously killed in a Hamas terrorist operation which precipitated the 2014 Gaza war, and shows Gilad Shalit, the IDF soldier kidnapped from Israel in 2006 and held incommunicado in Gaza for five years.
- Post L5.3 shows the UNRWA teacher presenting an award to a student— including a banner that erases Israel from the map.

Mr. Alsayyed’s Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/mohammad.alsayyed.12
Post L5.1:

Makes me happy.

News of the awesome kidnapping. Their freedom in exchange of our freedom.

Post L5.2:

See translation
Post L5.3: Alsayyed presenting award to student, along with banner that erases Israel from the map

Maha Hamid, who identifies herself on her Facebook profile as an UNRWA teacher (see above), features a video in her public Facebook page (see Post L6.1) from the Shehab News Agency of Hamas.

The video commemorates Hamas terrorists as “martyrs,” and celebrates the tunnels used by Hamas to carry out attacks. It includes footage of one such attack, which killed several Israeli soldiers. Below are several screenshots of the video, as well as evidence of Maha Hamid posting the video to her wall (see first image below).

All of these posts by UNRWA teacher Maha Hamid violate the duty of neutrality applicable to all UNRWA employees, and negate the right to life protected in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

Hamid’s Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/maha.hamid.1654
Post L6.1: https://www.facebook.com/maha.hamid.1654/posts/1666592576933621
Lotfi Ghuneim, who identifies himself on his Facebook profile as an UNRWA employee (see above), features on his public Facebook page numerous images that support terrorism.

The first post (L7.1) depicts the Palestinian perpetrator of a car-ramming terrorist attack—which caused one death and 15 injuries—and exalts the terrorist, Ibrahim el-Akkari, as a “hero.”

The second and third images show the body of a murdered rabbi, one of the victims of the November 18 attack on a synagogue in Jerusalem.

All three of these posts by Mr. Ghuneim constitute a gross violation of the duty of neutrality applicable to UNRWA employees, and negate the right to life protected in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

Mr. Ghuneim’s Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/lotfi.ghuneim.7
Post L7.1:

Badasses, that’s how we reign, I swear. There is no return to our land without blood. No negotiations and no crap. God bless his soul. He’s a martyr, God willing.

Post L7.2:

See translation
6 November 2014 at 08:14

Lotfi Ghuneim
18 November 2014 near El Abdeh, Lebanon
Post L7.3:
Tarek Agha, who also calls himself Abu Jihad, identifies himself on his Facebook profile as an UNRWA employee.

His page features an image of a hand, styled like the Palestinian flag, making the victory sign—with the index finger replaced by a machine gun, and linked to the middle finger with a Keffiyeh.

Agha’s Facebook: [https://www.facebook.com/tarikagha](https://www.facebook.com/tarikagha)
Post L8.1:

We are all with the resistance.
Ghassan Fathi identifies himself on his Facebook profile as an employee at UNWRA’s Siblin Training Center (above). He published the video (Post L9.1) below in October 2015. The video is an interview of Wassim al-Sissy, an Egyptian urologist. Al-Sissy asserts that America has become “putty in the hands of Global Zionism.” In the video, the speaker approves of the notion that “the Jews in our country have gained control of our stomachs, our minds and our urges. All that is left is to change the name New York to Jew York.” He then falsely purports to quote Benjamin Franklin as saying, “The undoing of America will be at the hands of the Jews.”

Fathi’s Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ghassan.fathi.96
Post L9.1:
https://www.facebook.com/ghassan.fathi.96/videos/vb.100007801033850/1635410646728954/?type=3&theater
L10: AHMAD HASAN, OUTREACH AND PLACEMENT OFFICER AT UNRWA, QUOTES HITLER AND SUPPORTS HAMAS

Ahmad Hasan identifies himself on his Facebook profile as an UNRWA employee (above).

Mr. Hasan’s Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/dezler10
Post L10.1: Hitler post
https://www.facebook.com/dezler10/posts/277991712293961

“I could have burned all of the Jews in the world, but I left a small amount of them so the world would understand why I burned them.”
Post L10.2: Mr. Hasan posted a Jihadist video of Sheik Mohammed Hassan, an extremist Salafist who aligns with the Muslim Brotherhood and praises Hamas. https://www.facebook.com/dezler10/posts/10152317819259751

Mohamed Hassan responds fiercely to those that underestimate the rockets of fighters in the name of Jihad in Gaza.
Post L10.3: Mr. Hasan posted praise of Khaled Mashaal, the leader of Hamas:
https://www.facebook.com/dezler10/posts/427906967266986
Post L10.4: Post of Hamas’ Aqsa Martyrs Brigade
https://www.facebook.com/dezler10/posts/10152306358509751?qsefr=1

Ahmad Hasan shared Aqsa Martyrs Brigade's video.
July 15, 2014

#Video: reporting military battalions aqsa martyrs brigade - struggle communicability - in #Gaza strip
Shbkh Qds Lākhbāryh
L11: MUSTAFA ZAID, TEACHER AT UNRWA, SPREADS HAMAS PROPAGANDA

Mustafa Zaid (مصطفى زيد) lists himself as a “Teacher at United Nations (UNRWA)” and as a former student of UNRWA’s Siblin Training Center.

Mr. Zaid’s Facebook profile: https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100000769882543&fref=pb&hc_location=friends_tab&pnref=friends.all
Post L11.1: Mr. Zaid shares Hamas propaganda video of an IDF soldier being killed by a sniper. The video includes the flag of the al-Qassam Brigades, which is the military wing of the terrorist group Hamas.
Hussein Asaad lists himself as a Technical Instructor at UNRWA’s Siblin Training Center. His Facebook cover photos include a picture of a masked Palestinian stone-thrower at a violent protest.

Asaad’s Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/hussein.asaad.524

It should be noted that all of the above UNRWA teachers who incite terrorism and antisemitism are poisoning the minds of Palestinian students at UNRWA schools.

Mahmoud Mohammad, for example, lists himself as a former student of UNRWA’s Siblin Training Center, many of whose teachers are cited above.

Not surprisingly, Mohammad’s Facebook is full of Hamas praise:

- See Hamas video shared by Mohammed, which includes a child soldier [https://www.facebook.com/mahmoud.mohammad.94/posts/817708931626969](https://www.facebook.com/mahmoud.mohammad.94/posts/817708931626969)

- See generally [https://www.facebook.com/mahmoud.mohammad.94](https://www.facebook.com/mahmoud.mohammad.94)
Ibrahim Tafesh lists himself as an employee of UNRWA’s Siblin Training Center. He is a regular poster of antisemitic and Hamas content.

Tafesh’s Facebook:  [https://www.facebook.com/ibrahim.tafesh](https://www.facebook.com/ibrahim.tafesh)

Post L13.1: Antisemitic content  
[https://www.facebook.com/ibrahim.tafesh/posts/15926002676333705](https://www.facebook.com/ibrahim.tafesh/posts/15926002676333705)
Post L13.2: Tafesh shares a picture of a Palestinian boy holding up three fingers towards Israeli soldiers, a symbol that is widely recognized as a celebration of the three Jewish boys that Hamas operatives kidnapped and murdered in June 2014. https://www.facebook.com/ibrahim.tafesh/posts/1564757833751282

Truly, whatever you do, it doesn’t matter how many you arrest, the case will not end without our victory.
Post L13.3: Tafesh shares a Hamas propaganda video showing an Israeli soldier being killed by a sniper.

https://www.facebook.com/ibrahim.tafesh/posts/1580243555536043
Post L13.4: Tafesh calls the Holocaust “alleged and overrated.” Of note, UNRWA schools do not include any Holocaust education in their curriculum.
https://www.facebook.com/ibrahim.tafesh/posts/1577593815801017

“...Germans are still compensating for their massacres that I see as alleged and overrated...”
Khaled A Aziz (Abu Musab), lists himself as an employee of UNRWA’s Siblin Training Center.

Aziz’s Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ahmadaljazzar

Post L14.1: Promoting violence
Mohamad Fahed lists himself as an employee of the United Nations and as an instructor within the Maths/Science Section of UNRWA’s Siblin Training Center. He endorses Hamas, and shared a post celebrating Hamas’ June 2014 kidnapping and murdering of three Jewish teenage boys.

Fahed’s Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/mohamad.fahed.7
Post L15.1: Fahed posted an endorsement of Hamas.  
https://www.facebook.com/mohamad.fahed.7/posts/382952995124221

Mohamad Fahed shared alquds’s photo.  
December 9, 2012 · 🎉

alquds  
December 8, 2012 · 🎉

مشعل: لا تتاسل عن ثير من أرض فلسطين  

Mashaal: no waiver of inch of the land of Palestine  

Share

Mohamad Fahed  
December 8, 2012 at 1:40am · 🎉 1

فلسطين لنا كلها...  
من بحرنا إلى نهرها  
ومن جنوبها إلى شمالها  
هكذا تكون المواقف. لا بخيرها

Palestine to us all...  
From Sea to their river  
From South to north  
This is a situation... No other  
Automatically Translated
Post L15.2: Fahed posted a picture of a Palestinian boy holding up three fingers towards Israeli soldiers, a symbol that is widely recognized as a celebration of the death of three Jewish boys whom Hamas operatives kidnapped and murdered in June 2014. This post highlights that UNRWA’s Siblin Training Center is a hotbed of extremism, as seven teachers and students at UNRWA, or at UNRWA’s Siblin Training Center, all “liked” the photo. Extremism is mainstream within this UNRWA circle.

https://www.facebook.com/mohamad.fahed.7/posts/698541530183056

Truly, whatever you do, it doesn’t matter how many you arrest, the case will not end without our victory.
The following teachers and students of UNRWA or its Siblin center all “liked” the post celebrating the murder of three Jewish boys.

**Hisham Abedal:**

**Samah Al Saleh:**
Chukrallah Abbas:

Mohamad Fahed:
Assouma Yassine:

I swear the sinister has done it. I won't get rid of the cases.

Studied Hair and Makeup at Siblin Training Center
Attended from 1984 to 1985

Adel El Taha:

Worked at Siblin Training Center
Lives in Al Wadi, Mont-Leban, Lebanon
Tarek Abu Ghazaleh:

I swear the sinister has chosen to die,
I won't get rid of the case.

Share

Mohamed Fathed

Works at UNRWA
Lives in Saida, Al Janub, Lebanon

Tarek Abu Ghazaleh

Adel El Taha

Add Friend
Message
L16: TAREK ABU GHAZALEH, EMPLOYEE AT UNRWA, CELEBRATES THE MURDER OF JEWISH RABBIS

Tarek Abu Ghazaleh lists himself as an employee of UNRWA. He lives in Saïda, which is where UNRWA’s Siblin Training Center is located. When he celebrates the murder of Jewish civilians, and praises Hamas, other UNRWA and Siblin employees comment in support.

Tarek’s Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/tarek.abughazaleh.3

I pray to God that you all die from a stroke, otherwise you will die from an axe
Post L16.2: Abu Ghazaleh celebrates Hamas terror tunnels, and fellow UNRWA staff call them heroes.
https://www.facebook.com/tarek.abughazaleh.3/posts/331884363643246

[Facebook post images and comments]
Post L16.3: Abu Ghazaleh celebrates the murder of a rabbi.
Post L16.4: Abu Ghazaleh calls Egypt’s Sisi “Jewish” as an insult.
https://www.facebook.com/tarek.abughazaleh.3/posts/325842497580766

Is it correct, that el-Sisi’s mom is Jewish and Uri Sabag’s aunt is a Knesset member?

Why is it important? It’s enough that they do whatever satisfies the Jews.

The meaning, sir, is that it’s in their blood and their inheritance!!!
L17: AHMAD NASSER, PRINCIPAL OF UNWRA SCHOOL PROMOTES ANTI-SEMITIC CONSPIRACY THEORIES

Ahmad Nasser lists himself as Principal at Northern Vocational Training Center, which is an UNRWA school in Tripoli, Lebanon, and as an employee at UNRWA’s Siblin Training Center.

Nasser’s Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ahmad.nasser.7902564
Post L18.1: Nasser posts conspiracy theory and writes that ISIS was created by a “Jew” named “Simon Elliot.”

https://www.facebook.com/ahmad.nasser.7902564/posts/766244086799790

The Jew “Shimon Elliot” is Caliph Baghdadi, he sent three terms of weapons from the Mossad to ISIS, to use against thousands of prisoners...
Post L18.2: Nasser confirms that he is the Principal of UNRWA’s NTC.
https://www.facebook.com/ahmad.nasser.7902564/posts/217218051740446

NTC trainees doing their end of first semester exams.
NTC Principal wish you success and shining future
Post L18.3: UNRWA principal Ahmad Nasser posts viciously antisemitic cartoon:


A Saudi man declared Hezbollah’s actions against Israel as illegitimate!

He’s a true cousin!

No, he’s one of our brothers!
Post L18.4: Nasser hosts antisemitic Sheikh Hisham Khalifa at UNRWA’s NTC.


II. Incitement by UNRWA in Jordan

J1 – Hussein Amrah, School Principal at UNRWA
J2 – Yousef Elayyan, Account Officer at UNRWA
J3 – Bilal Allan, Employee at UNRWA
J4 – Jehad Ramadan Abu Kalloub, Teacher at UNRWA
J5 – Ahmed Abu To’eima, Mathematics Teacher at UNRWA
J6 – Adnan Serdanah, Camp Services Officer at UNRWA
J7 – Hussam Khattib, Teacher at UNRWA
J8 – Amer Aaron, Employee at UNRWA
J9 – Ahmad Khalifah, Employee at UNRWA
J10 – Muhammad Abu Nasr, Teacher at UNRWA
J11 – Tawfiq Samara, Principal at UNRWA’s Irbid Boys School
Hussein Amrah, who identifies himself on his Facebook profile as an UNRWA school principal (above). His Facebook page photos glorify Hamas fighters. In the last two photos below, he can be seen with students at his UN-funded school.

**Mr. Amrah’s Facebook page:** [https://www.facebook.com/hussein.amrah](https://www.facebook.com/hussein.amrah)
Post J1.1: Little boy with banner of Hamas leader Ismail Haniyeh

J1.1 Comments Section:

We won’t acknowledge Israel

I will live with my resistance and die with a smile so that my religion lives...

Haider Al-Kayed: Israel is a whore, loved by filthy

Hussein Amrah: Well done.
Haider Al-Kayed: Removing Israel is the title of this stage, and not the solution of the refugee problem.
Post J1.2: Screenshots from video celebrating injury and death of Israelis:
https://www.facebook.com/hussein.amrah/posts/1764727360410150
Let them cry.
They are weaklings, with no solution in their hands.
Post J1.3: “Victory is coming. God willing.”
https://www.facebook.com/hussein.amrah/posts/1518454601704095

Post J1.4: Palestinian militant catching Jewish soldier like a fish:
https://www.facebook.com/hussein.amrah/posts/1513322722217283
Post J1.5: “The letter sheen is a curse on the Jews.”
https://www.facebook.com/hussein.amrah/posts/1513339325548956

The letter “sheen” is a curse on the Jews.
(Referring to kidnapped Israelis Gilad Shalit, Oren Shaul)

Post J1.6: “Guns Homemade / unit Qassam snipers.”
https://www.facebook.com/hussein.amrah/posts/1522616644621224
Post J1.7: “Contribute to Jihad in any way you can,” this UNRWA principal writes: 

Post J1.8: Hussein Amrah lecturing students: 
Post J1.9: Hussein Amrah working closely with students:
J2: YOUSEF ELAYYAN, UNRWA ACCOUNT OFFICER, CELEBRATES DEATH OF ISRAELI SOLDIERS

Yousef Elayyan, who identifies himself on his Facebook profile as an account office at UNRWA (above), published a graphic Hamas propaganda video, snapshots of which are shown below.

It shows camouflaged Hamas snipers assassinating Israeli soldiers, and ends with the text: “Zionist soldier: don’t move. You are in Gaza. Hamas snipers have you in their sights.”

Mr. Awwad’s Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/yousef.elayyan
Post J2.1: Graphic video of Hamas sniping Israeli soldiers:

https://www.facebook.com/yousef.elayyan/videos/vb.515183208/10152560391348209/?type=2&theater
Bilal Allan, who identifies himself on his Facebook profile as an UNRWA employee (above), published a video this past June propounding classical anti-Semitic claims. According to Wassim al-Sissy, an Egyptian urologist and the interviewee in the video, America has become “putty in the hands of Global Zionism.” He approves of the notion that “the Jews in our country have gained control of our stomachs, our minds and our urges. All that is left is to change the name New York to Jew York.” He then falsely purports to quote Benjamin Franklin as saying “The undoing of America will be at the hands of the Jews.”

Allan’s Facebook: [https://www.facebook.com/bilal.allan](https://www.facebook.com/bilal.allan)


All that is left for us is to change the name New York into Jew York.
"The undoing of America will be at the hands of the Jews."
J4: JEHAD RAMADAN ABU KALLOUB, UNRWA TEACHER, CELEBRATES THE KILLING OF JEWS

Jehad Ramadan Abu Kalloub, who identifies himself on his Facebook profile as an UNRWA teacher (above), was tagged in and subsequently liked the image below in October 2015. It remains on his public page for the world to see.

Kalloub’s Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/jehadkaloob

Good news to the Zionist settlers, choose your preferred method of death, and we will provide it.

Run over, knife, screw, axe, hammer, choke, hang, skinning, cutting

The offer stands until Palestine is free.

THIRD INTIFADA
J5: AHMED ABU TO’EIMA, UNRWA TEACHER, GLORIFIES VIOLENCE AND CELEBRATES DEATH OF ISRAELIS

Ahmed Abu To’eima, who identifies himself on his Facebook profile as an UNRWA teacher (above), published the photos below over the course of 2013, 2014 and 2015. The photos variously glorify violence, depict child soldiers, and cheer the image of coffins draped in Israeli flags.

To’eima’s Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/abutuamah

Post J5.1: Jewish werewolf attacking woman:
Post J5.2: Hamas capturing Israeli POW:  

And Gaza won

Post J5.3: Glorifying Hamas militants:  

The monster came

Run.
Post J5.4: Cheering image of coffins draped in Israeli flag:

Post J5.5: Hamas child soldiers:

Allah, multiply their death with the number of people that say Amen to this post

I refuse the age of shame, and the glory under the assaulted children. Get angry! For with the bodies of children, wheat grows, and inside it, just like a fetus recoils.
J6: ADNAN SERDANAH, UNRWA EMPLOYEE, GLORIFIES THE KILLING OF ISRAELI CITIZENS

Adnan Serdanah, who identifies himself on his Facebook profile as an UNRWA employee (above), shared a video of a song calling for an attack on Tel Aviv. It includes the lines “We don’t want no truce or solution. All we want is to strike Tel Aviv,” and “We have filled up their air raid shelters – oh Palestinians, you can be proud.”

Serdanah’s Facebook: [https://www.facebook.com/adnan.serdanah/timeline](https://www.facebook.com/adnan.serdanah/timeline)

Post J6.1: “All we want is to strike Tel Aviv” video
[https://www.facebook.com/adnan.serdanah/posts/378526058850536](https://www.facebook.com/adnan.serdanah/posts/378526058850536)

Video on YouTube: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lt47IlMalmc](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lt47IlMalmc)
Greetings to Gaza and resistance and the people of Gaza

We don't want no truce or solution. All we want is to strike Tel Aviv.

We have downed their airplane, and filled up their air raid shelters.
Hussam Khattib, who identifies himself on his Facebook profile as a teacher at UNRWA (above), is seen below in a picture with his students.

On his Facebook page he shared a propaganda video from terrorist group Islamic Jihad, screenshots from which are included below. The focus of the video alternates between a small boy wearing combat dress and an Islamic Jihad bandana, singing the praises of the group’s militants, and clips of rockets being fired at Israel, Israelis mourning their dead, and other illustrations of violence.

Hussam Khattib’s Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/hkhattib?fref=ts

Post J7.1: Khattib with his students
Post J7.2: Islamic Jihad video
https://www.facebook.com/hkhattib/posts/789527721082864

Gaza’s lions, may Allah protect them
Amer Aaron, who identifies himself on his Facebook profile as an UNRWA employee (above), shared the two photos below which celebrate violence.

His first post mourns the death of Ra’ad el-Atar (aka Abu Heiman), a senior Hamas member responsible for the kidnapping of Gilad Shalit, killed on the day the photo was shared.

The second depicts a team of Israeli medical staff tending to an injured soldier, and the UNRWA employee writes “God willing, the days of Israel will always be difficult.”

Aaron’s Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100004191994555
Post J8.1: Mourning the death of Hamas terrorist Ra’ad el-Atar

Post J8.2:
J9: AHMAD KHALIFAH, UNRWA EMPLOYEE, VENERATES HITLER AND PROPAGATES CLASSICAL ANTI-SEMITISM

Ahmad Khalifah, who identifies himself on his Facebook profile as an UNRWA employee (above), shared the video below of Hitler, and blames Jews for hacking.

Khalifah’s Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ahmad.khalifah.90
Post J9.1: Video of Hitler
https://www.facebook.com/ahmad.khalifah.90/posts/502588829905574

Post J9.2: Khalifah posts this image to indicate that his Facebook profile has been hacked, and if anyone receives a strange message from him they should ignore it. He is blaming the hacking on Jews, as indicated by the equation at the top of the image.
https://www.facebook.com/ahmad.khalifah.90/posts/496821473815643
Muhammad Abu Nasr, who identifies himself on his Facebook profile as a teacher at UNRWA (above), published the image below of a small child garbed in military wear and with a gun slung around his neck, superimposed on an image of the Palestinian flag, and ext to the Hamas logo.

Abu Nasr’s Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100003000936554

Post J10.1: Hamas child soldier
Tawfiq Samara is identified as the principal of Irbid Boys School in Jordan by the twitter account @MyVoiceMySchool. “My Voice My School” is an UNRWA campaign which organizes Skype calls between classrooms at UNRWA schools in Syria and classrooms in the UK. Samara is also the only authority featured in the promo video for the program.

Twitter link: https://twitter.com/MyVoiceMySchool/status/646638496153780224

Promo link: http://media.digitalexplorer.com/resource/728
Samara’s Facebook: Although Samara does not list his place of work on his profile, we are able to confirm that the profile belongs to him through this photo of himself that he posted.
Post J11.1: UNRWA principal Samara supports Hamas:  
https://www.facebook.com/tawfiq.samara.1/posts/821610827985801

#Qassam (Hamas) ⚡ Severe against disbelievers
Merciful amongst their own kind... 🎈

#Gaza
#LongLive_TheResistance
#BattleAwareness

Your comment??
III. Incitement by UNRWA in Gaza

G1 – Om Alaa, Teacher at UNRWA
G2 – Eman Shammala, English Teacher at UNRWA
G3 – Hanaa Om Hossam, Teacher at UNRWA
G4 – Eman Bader, Teacher at UNRWA
G5 – Mohamed Alhallaq, Teacher at UNRWA
G6 – Sunia Astal, Teacher at UNRWA
G7 – Nwara Noor Nwara, Teacher at UNRWA
G8 – Islam Khafaja, Teacher at UNRWA
Om Alaa, who identifies herself as an UNRWA teacher on her Facebook profile (above), published the post below of a picture of Adolf Hitler and his “top” ten quotes.

Alaa’s Facebook: [https://www.facebook.com/om.alaa.121/about](https://www.facebook.com/om.alaa.121/about)

Eman Shammala, who identifies herself as an UNRWA teacher on her Facebook profile (above), published the picture below on January 10, 2016. UN Watch previously exposed two other UNRWA teachers who published the same picture, which shows a keffiyeh-clad Palestinian playing a knife like a violin, using a Palestinian “key of return” as a bow.

Shammala’s Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/eshammala?fref=pb&hc_location=profile_browser
Post G2.1: Shammala posted this photo of a Palestinian playing a knife as an instrument:
G3: HANAA OM HOSSAM, TEACHER AT UNRWA, CELEBRATES TERRORIST ATTACK

Hanaa Om Hossam, who identifies herself on her Facebook profile as a teacher at UNRWA (above), published the photo below in August 2015. Using images of a flexed bicep and a victory sign, she expressed her support for Maher Al-Hashlamoun, the Islamic Jihad member who stabbed to death 26-year old Israeli woman Dalya Lemkus in November 2014. Al-Hashlamoun can be seen in the photo as he enters court for his trial.

Hossam’s Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/mhanaah
Maher el-Hashlmon was sentenced by an Israeli judge to 200 years in prison. He laughed and answered sarcastically “and will you be staying on my land for 200 years?”
Eman Bader, identifying herself on Facebook as a teacher at UNRWA (above), posted the photo below in which she expresses her support for Palestinian terrorist Hamza Muhammad Hasan Matrouk—seen in the photo incapacitated on the ground and handcuffed—who stabbed 13 on a crowded bus in Tel Aviv earlier that same day.

Bader's Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/eman.ba.33
May Allah relieve you and help your parents... The stabber in Tel Aviv.
Mohamed Alhallaq identifies himself on his Facebook profile as an UNRWA teacher (above), and can be seen in the photo (Post G5.1) directly below with his students. He shows a photo (Post G5.2), also below, depicting five militant Palestinian groups with significant influence (including Islamic Jihad, Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine and the Al-Aqsa Martyrs Brigade). Alhallaq also displays a photo (Post G5.3) of Hamas co-founder Abdel Aziz al-Rantisi holding a weapon.

Alhallaq's Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100004999502914&sk=about
**Post G5.1:** Photo of UNRWA teacher Alhallaq with schoolchildren: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=430351467141500&set=pb.100004999502914.-2207520000.1467379957.&type=3&theater

![UNRWA teacher Alhallaq with schoolchildren](https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=430351467141500&set=pb.100004999502914.-2207520000.1467379957.&type=3&theater)

**Post G5.2:** His image depicting five militant Palestinian groups—“for the martyrs, unite!” https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=130303587146291&set=pb.100004999502914.-2207520000.1467380036.&type=3&theater

![Five militant Palestinian groups](https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=130303587146291&set=pb.100004999502914.-2207520000.1467380036.&type=3&theater)

*For Gaza, for the children, women, old men. For the martyrs, unite!*
Post G5.3: UNRWA teacher shows Hamas co-founder Abdel Aziz al-Rantisi with weapon:
Sunia Astal, who identifies herself on Facebook as an UNRWA teacher (above), published the post below of a rifle-wielding militant, with this comment: “From the river to the sea, no matter how long it takes.”

Astal’s Facebook: [https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100004412251463](https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100004412251463)
We will be back, no matter how long it takes.

From the river to the sea, no matter how long it takes.
Nwara Noor Nwara, who identifies herself as an UNRWA teacher on her Facebook profile, published the post below, in which a close-up of several machine guns is accompanied by the text “we are with the resistance.”

Nwara’s Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/nwara.nwara
Post G7.1: 

We are with the resistance
Islam Khafaja, identifying herself as a teacher at UNRWA on Facebook (above), published the photo (Post G8.1) below to celebrate Hamas’ capture of the body of Israeli soldier Oren Shaul, who was one of seven Israeli soldiers killed by an anti-tank missile one day earlier.

Khafaja’s Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/soma.kh.71
Post G8.1:
IV. Incitement by UNRWA Staff in Syria

S1 – Abed Naser Hassen, Teacher at UNRWA
S2 – Nabil Sobhi, Lecturer at UNRWA’s Damascus Training Centre
S3 – Issa Issa, Director at UNRWA
S4 – Jaramana Camp Facebook Page, UNRWA School
S5 – Damascus Training Centre Facebook Page, UNRWA School
S1: ABED NASER HASSEN, UNRWA TEACHER, SPREADS ANTISEMITIC VIDEO DENYING THE HOLOCAUST

Abed Naser Hassen identifies himself as a teacher at UNRWA on Facebook (above).

Hassen’s Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100008852677858
Post S1.1: Antisemitic, neo-Nazi video:  

When you ask what the Nazis did to the Jews.. you must first ask what the Jews did to Germany.

They destroyed the German economy for the benefit of the “Allies/West” and millions lost their money in bank transactions because of Jewish usury.

They also took control over the media...
It’s very simple. You see, everybody says the harm that the Germans have done to the Jews. It’s grossly exaggerated, it’s true the Nazis – the nationalist socialist party – had some dirty racist points in its otherwise very beautiful program, which was very successful all in all.

But it was – they had some nasty points against the Jews, this is true. And they were, in the third Reich and in Europe during the Second World War, between 100,000 and 600,000 Jews have been killed directly or indirectly because of the national socialist system. This number is ridiculous in comparison to what the French did in Algeria, the Jews have done in Palestine, and especially the British, Americans and the Russians have done to their people. They have killed millions.

Now what did the Jews do? When you ask what the Germans have done to the Jews you must always ask what have the Jews done to the Germans. Since 1850 when the Jews got all the political rights in Germany in the German Reich they have done 3 things, which are really dramatic.

Number one: They were a small minority of 2% of the population – at the time when Hitler came to power 500,000 within 60 million German people. 500,000 within 60 million. They were a small minority. This small minority managed to control about 50% of the media, gave [sic] about 70% of all judges, to have a tremendous influence on movie and theater, and in literature. They were overrepresented. This is one thing, they were absolutely overrepresented, as today in England, France and in United States.

Secondly, Jews were at the origin of a lot of catastrophic financial bank crashes in Germany between 1870 and 1920. In that time, they made a lot of crashes which have – this is all documented, it’s not Nazi propaganda or antisemitic or Arab propaganda, it’s a lot of books have been published even by Jewish Germans about this problem – they have millions of German fathers have lost their incomes, their fortune, their savings because of these Jewish gangsters, bank gangsters, and speculation people.

Then the third point – which was psychologically the most dangerous of all – they have introduced into German art and culture and theater and movie decadence immorality. The first homosexual theatre plays were made in Berlin in the 1920s, the first adultery theater plays were made in the 1880s, 1890s (100 years ago) by Jewish authors. Adultery, then sexual perversions of all sorts: sadism, masochism, lot of homosexuality, all these things. And then decadent art, and art which is absolutely ridiculous – so-called modern art – it was all pushed by Jewish intellectuals.

And this created among the German people a big revolt. And also they wrote books ridiculing Christianity, ridiculing Jesus. I mean it was something like Salman Rushdie with the Muslims. And there were furious reactions in Germany and the Nazis of course benefited from it. And this is why Adolf Hitler came to power. And you see then Hitler, in 2 years from ‘33 to ’35 – 6 million Germans were unemployed and within two years he brought 6 million unemployed Germans back into their jobs. He created 6 million jobs, it’s incredible, in 2 years and this is the reason why the ‘6 million’ thing came.

You see, after the Second World War, the Zionists said we must give a counter-propaganda to this positive 6 million who have found six million jobs – positive – we must make something negative, 6 million corpses. And so came this fantastic number of 6 million, which is in every newspaper in everything.
S2: NABIL SOBHI, UNRWA LECTURER, INCITES VIOLENCE AGAINST TEL AVIV AND SPREADS ANTISEMITIC CARTOONS

Nabil Sobhi (نبيل صبحي) identifies himself as a مدرس (lecturer) at the Damascus Training Center, which is an UNRWA school.

Sobhi’s Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007227645655&lst=1334370838%3A100007227645655%3A1482079897
Post S2.1: Incites violence and rockets against Tel Aviv.
Post S2.1: Antisemitic imagery

In the dens of betrayal we are gathered with demons

Arab Idol, or Arabs Got Talent?!

Where are you Arabs?
Issa Issa identifies himself as a Director at UNRWA, based in Damascus, Syria.

Issa’s Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/isaa.issa.7
Post S3.1 Mr. Issa posts a photo and supposed quote of Hitler:

“In Japan, a student ran away during a lecture, so the professor resigned because the student’s act was considered the professor’s failure. In our class, everyone ran away, and our professor is still checking who’s absent.”

— Hitler
Post S3.2: Post about sniping Israel

When an Arab kneels
When a Palestinian kneels
Post S3.3: Condoning Hamas rocket fire
S4: UNRWA REFUGEE CAMP IN SYRIA ENCOURAGES VIOLENCE AND ERASES ISRAEL FROM THE MAP

UNRWA’s Jaramana refugee camp outside Damascus contains an UNRWA school that runs this Facebook account.

As seen in various photos that the school has uploaded to Facebook, the walls of the school are adorned with images that erase Israel from the map.

Post S4.1: Israel erased from the map: https://www.facebook.com/676929139104966/photos/a.676930342438179.1073741826.676929139104966/687697041361509/?type=3&theater
Post S4.2: Israel erased from the map:
https://www.facebook.com/676929139104966/photos/a.676930342438179.1073741826.676929139104966/687696874694859/?type=3&theater
Post S4.3: Students pose with picture of Palestine that erases Israel from the map

https://www.facebook.com/676929139104966/photos/a.676930342438179.1073741826.676929139104966/687706294693917/?type=3&theater
Post S4.4: Students interacting with poster that erases Israel from the map:
https://www.facebook.com/676929139104966/photos/a.676930342438179.1073741826.676929139104966/687706314693915/?type=3&theater
Post S4.6: Image of weapon-wielding man promotes violence, and the child is possibly holding a knife

https://www.facebook.com/676929139104966/photos/a.676930342438179.1073741826.676929139104966/687696904694856/?type=3&theater
**Post S4.7:** The school’s wall is decorated with the following image which not only erases Israel from the map, but calls Palestine “the address of resistance” within the Arab world.

[Link to image]

The heart of the Arab world (Syria)
The address of the resistance (Palestine)
S5: DAMASCUS TRAINING CENTRE FACEBOOK PAGE GLORIFIES TERRORIST LEILA KHALED

Damascus Training Centre (DTC) is an UNRWA vocational school in Damascus. DTC’s facebook page posted a photo from their Facebook page that glorifies a gun-holding Leila Khaled, a former hijacker and member of the internationally designated terrorist group PFLP. DTC receives funding from the UK and Germany.

Post S5.1:
https://www.facebook.com/DTC.UNRWA/photos/a.1556633917904786.1073741827.1556030781298433/1580789785489199/?type=3&theater